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RIVERS OVER COUNTRY
1UTTERBACK COI !REFEREE CALLS ENDED BROODING
THINK THEY
NEARER DANGER POINT, IS WARRANTED
FOR SCHEDULE WITH SUICIDE
Believed Guage Will Show 41 Feet Here gills Evening'CHARGED WITH VIOLATING
LAW B
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General Rise---Hundreds Flee
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The flood conditions over the
try continue quite serious, and more
water is daily coating. The river
here shows it has risen nearly 3 feet
from this morning at 3 o'clock. moil
last Saturday. while the stream is
gradually creeping up the bank. Telegraphic reports yesterday from every
point over the country showed the
rivers were rising except at Pittsburg
which is at the headwater' of the
Ohio. and its fall is always days ahead
of the balance of the cities. By this
evening it is expected that the guage
here will read 41 let. Forty feet is
the danger line.

HAVE DEVIL

REFEREE BAGBY DIRECTED E MRS.
BUD NANCE DRANK CARREHKOPF TO FILE THE
ARTHUR
TRICE, COLORED,
BOLIC ACID YESTERDAY
DOCUMENT.
IDENTIFIED BY GIRL AS
MORNING,
HER ASSAILANT.

BLOODWORTH ORDERED TO
CASE WILL BE TAKEN
CERTAIN MAN TRIED TO
THOUGHT TO BE THE
CLOSE -PALE ALE" STIRE
UP NEXT MONDAY
SEPARATE THE COUPLE
POCKETBOOK SNATCHER

vessel was saved front turning over.
The boat received some damage. but
after :bout an hour's delay she was
enabled to proceed on her trip up the
rieer. The river is deep where the RILEY
PITMAN
CHARGED ASSIGNEE BOYD WILL
AUC- MRS. NANCE CONFIDED TO
accident occurred, and the high water
WITH DEFRAUDING WOMAN
TION OFF THE HAWKINS'
THE OSCAR BAKER WARRANT
MRS. GRIEF THAT SHE HAD
damage.
There
added more to the
OUT OF BOARD BILL.
CAFE STOCK.
WAS CONTINUED UNTIL
SWORN
FALSELY.
were Omit fifty passengers on board,
NEXT MONDAY.
many Icing women.

Burglars Broke Into the Hawkins Arthur Murray Qualified Yesterday
Husband Also Attempted Suicide BeCafe and Stole Many Cigars and
As Administrator of the Estate
Tom Wood Held to the Grand Jury
side His Wife's Body—PreventOther Articles—Police News.
of His Late Father.
for Cutting Alex Bloodworth—
ed
by
Friend Standing Near.
Green River Rising Rapidly, and
Charles Rosa Is Fined.
Means el Communication
Cut Off.
The Utterback Advertising 'comYee coda) minting Referee Rugby
"We, the jury, sworn and etupappany was warranted yesterday by of the Paducah branch VT the bank- sled to
Arthur Trice, colored. has the seinvestigate the death of Mfe
Morgantown. Ky . Jan. ai.—Green
Street inspector Alonzo Elliott on rupt court received an order
front Nina Nlance, find she came to her rious charge of detaining a young
Shawneetown Situation.
—
river is rising here rapidly and a genthe charge of violating the City ordin- Judge Walter Evans of the United death by taking
carbolic acid with white woman hanging
St. !Anti.. M.,. Jan it —A •pecial eral overflow is certain. With the ances by permitting several billboar
over his head,
ds States court at Louisville, wherein the suicidal intent."
to the Post Dispatch from Shawnee- exception of one line all tiled ser- to extend out over the public sideand when the case was called yesterreferee
is
directed
to
(Signed
proceed
)
to
wind
J.
E.
Mclutyre, C. B.
town, Ill., says: A statement of condi- vice between this place and the out- walk on three corners of
Fourth and up the private business of E. Rehkopf. leschere W. A. Davis, W.
day meriting in the police court Judge
Shawneetown side world has been .cut off. The
C. McCortion. prevailing in
Broadway, One billboard is on the seite has been ordered into
mick,
J.
H.
Hightow
personal
er. J. E.. Morgan. Meld Cross continued the action
which i. threatened with destruction heavy rains, which have been falling side
of W B. NIcPherson'e drug store, bankruptcy by the judge at Louisville.
1
his
was
the
verdict
of the jury of until Thursday. The young %somas
Kratz
Mayor
roads
several
days.
made
put
the
have
by
for
tlo,stis,
was
by
while the other is on the side of the Proceeding under these instructi
ons, Coroner Faker, who investigated yes- he grabbed
today He stated that 600 persons in such condition that all travel over Paducah Banking company
was Miss Nellie Stevenhttikting the reieree directed Mr. Rehkopf to terday afternoon at j o'clock
the Suit
hase %led fr
the 10611. including the this county, except by horseback,. is Ott another corner,
of
this
at
intereecthe
telephon
file
a
schedule
suicide
e operating rooms
of
of
this
his
liabilitie
woman
s and aswho killed herwho have gaspossible. Traveling men making
menibers of his owe
tion.
sets
iself
l
on
at
Monday.
her
South
January
home.
Fourth
an.
eee
with
South
near Broadway.
the
Flints
Third
this
comity are geing horsein
prone to Evansville. lnd. Forty fansThe ordinances provide that no referee, who will then call a meeting street. The inquest was held
Sunday evening M ss Stevenson
at the
'lies. he. said. are laving in tents. All back end with no samples.
billboards' shall stand our upon the of the creditors and select
trustee home where the ceroner heard all the was going to her home
'On•re,itle.its whose homes are still tenat Edward
public highway., or project over the to hese charge while the business is evidence.
JUST MISSED COLLISION. !public pavemen
able are ioccuping the second stories.
Sears on South Fourth street. At
t.. All these three being 'wound up.
'Hie
deceased
was
the
wife
of
Mr
and business Is at a standstill.
proje,-t out several inches over the
Mr. itchkoprs lawyers will appeal Buil Nance, blacksmith employed at the moteh of the alley across from
"Atg ii clock this morning the Freight Train and Steamboat Nearly pavement,
are very ugly and objcc front the decision of Judge Evans. thc Paducah Marine ways at First the ;Ad Rigleebe
rger mill the negro
Come Together.
stage of the river reached 4/1 feet.tionable looking, and arc liable to fall carrying the matter to
the United end Washington streets, the couple is charged with grabbing her and tryaid Mayor Krate. "f believe the levee
Hickman. Ky . Jan et
wreck nit people passing that way. "They States circuit cour; at Cincinnati ir heving been married eight weeks ing to pull her
which protects the city from the Ohio
into the dark passare the only billboards down in the attempting to get reveres-ft the Evans'
Yesterday- morning the couple
narrowly
between
was
averted
the
Firer will hold until the stage readm
ageway;
business par; of town on the build- opinion ordering 'Sir. Rehkopf
with
at,
intentio
breakfas
n of robbiug her.
t,
the
hueband
went to
into
Li feet. If that figure is recorded we Georgia Lee and a freight train here. ing sides.
liie work, and about 7:3o o'clock Mrs. She screamed, and releasing his
bankrupt
cy.
The
latter's
boats
Because
lawyers
the
high
water,
hold,
of
the
will
cannot tell what will happen. It. has
not execut a supersedeas bind in ap- Ilenry Grief of yea South Fourth he darted away, bon was caught
not rained here since Saturday, but cannot land at the wharf and so land
over
pealing, and thereby stay all further street entered the Nance home. Mrs.
Weed Out the Place.
uptown on the railroad track on River
about Fifth and Norton and taken
the roer 14 steadily rising.
Nance
having
promised
proceedi
tot 'how her
A general fight occurred Saturday
ng' ac regards the referee.
street
The stage plank and some
night at the "pale ale- house con- until the circuit judges pass on the a note front +erne man who was try- before Miss Stevenson, who identiloose
acrosa
plank.
freight
were
and
elver
Ohio
—The
Cinermati. Jan. at
fied him lie was also identified by
ducted by Alex Bloodworth, just out- matter By executing a supersedea.. ing to eeperate Mr. and Mrs Nance.
Ed Scar.. who, saw him. It is
at this point has stood at 6c.1 feet for the track. when the freight engine side
Mrs.
Grief
found
Mrs
bond
Nance
lying
Mr.
the
city
limits
Rehkopf
beyond
Mechanicswould bind himthought
several hour.. and it is believed that and several ear. were seen coming
he is the negro who snatched
across
the
bed,
and
thinking her
rou.tabout• be- burg, and as result Tom Wood was self for all costs and damages stnthe purse of Mrs. Lettie Farrar at
the end of the flood is in sight and with full force The
asleep.
Mrs.
Grief
patted
proc
Mrs_
.
Nance
naps
yesteria
as
ntorning
y
regards the referee
in the police court
Third and Ohio "me es en m g Lea,
that noesibly the river may go no Jan grabbing boxes. planks and ropes
held to the grand jury for stabbing suit
should the circuit judges on the face to awaken her. The cold
week, and as soon as Mrs. Farrar can
higher. It will recede very slowly, and a panic almost ensued. The engicheek
convince
d
Mrs.
Grief
somethi
ng
as Bloodworth. Charles Ross %vas fined stistik Judge Evan's uPellka- Only a was
howev.o. the immediate body of water reer threw on the brakes, and
wrong, and being unable to leave her siek-hed she will look at
$10 and costs by Justice Emery for plain. common "cost. bond" will be
the
plank
train
st
oge
went
up.
the
holding
back
the
flood.
below here
amine
Mr.. Nance she quickly sum- Trice for purposes of identification.
executed
in appealing, and in it Mr
participating in the scrap. while this
Trice was caught by B. 0. Deaver%
and the looses and suffering will con- reached that place and stopped. Promoned
Dr. J. C. Freeland, who saw
justice fined Will Bloodworth and Rehkopf bind himself for the costs
who
tinue for some time The slow rectos. teins/ions were heard on all sides,
at
was on the opposite.side of the
once
that
death
had
been
caused
The
csedkors of Mr. Rehkopf. individJohn Woods St for being drunk and
from carbnIre acid. the %lel with the street when the assault occurred. fle
e.1 the water may redoes the . bin the railroad agent wouldn't alnally.
'an
then
itiewder
proceed
ly
County Attorney Mitten
to have his balance
amount of damage to property be- low the stage plank lowered .m the
of the fiery fluid sitting close ran Trite and after a several block"
gave
Bloodworth property disposed of. but they will te
Loose planks were Barkley then
t-loose of the less racking experience track again.
the bed. She was about dead when chase caught him. Trice has worked
be
in
serious
twnety-four hours in which to close
condition if the circuit
buildings •ill have to endure, but the placed from the boat to the bank
the physicians got there and nothing a. porter at the St. Nicholas; hotel
If up his establishment. ritherwise there Le_deral tribunal should overrule Judge timid be done for her.
for ;Lome years. lie is one of the
cold weather. which has helped •co and the other freight unloaded
F
evan
a'
order
throwing Mr. Rehkopf
will be revived several indictments
stop th- flood, will he an occasion for they had been. half a mintier later in
An
investig
ation showed that Mrs. parties who brought. suit for Smoot)
pending against, Bloodworth in the into bankruptci.
If the
circuit
greater %%offering b% those whose checking the train'. speed. a terrible
Nance
yesterda
y morning went to against the city- of Paducah along at
judges
sustain the Louisville judge.
circuit court, and he be prosecuted.
homes are in the flooded sections, wreck wonld have resulted,
Cooney'
s drag store at Fifth and the time when former city lockup
they :barging him with selling liquor then no harm comes of the creditors
and who are temporarily housed in
Jackson
street and bought two prisoners were suing the tannic-4ml
proceeding in the referee court pendschi.ols and %scant buildings and are HENDERSOK HIGH AND DRY without a license under the guise ,of ing the circuit
01111Cefe
of
the acid, telling the clerk govermnent.
tribunal
"pale ale." Bloodworth promised to
adjndicatioe.
••••••• •••,••••
Mrs. Mary Sweeney was given fifbeing fed hy neighbors and charitable
her name was Mr. Link. The woclose right away
These charge'
ty days in the county jail for heng
organizations.
tarty duellings and But There Is Much Suffering on the
man
then
returned
home,
lay
acmes
Auction
Off Steck.
against him in the circuit court were
Indiana Side.
other small buildings have collapsed
Vile n Charles Hawkins, the restau- the bed, and making a email funnel drunk and disorderly.
filed away with the understanding he
The housebreaking charge against
under the pressure elf the water. list
rant and cafe man of ete Broadway. out of a piece of paper. 'tuck, the en..!
Henderson. Ky . Jan. al.—The river would not sell- any more
Robert
of
high wind of Saturday night and Sun.
this
Smith, colore4. was contindeep
back
her
in
mouth to
failed two weeks ago and Atainey A.
ued until Thursday. He is ace-need
I.. haring added materially in the is still rising here and today reached
prevent
burning
the
tongue
E.
and
lips
Boyd
was
made the assignee in
a stage of 43 feet
While there is
Board Bill Warrant,
'wage on this respect.
the county court, the latter was em- with the acid that was then poured of darting into Walter Seek'. balcrry
-sufferin
no
Henders
in
g
on.
owing
to
Mrs. Meacham of South Fourth powered by the
in and gulped down She was getting at Seventh and Waeirington streets,
ite". r t• from La wrencehore and
county judge to eel'
cold when found.
tapping the rash drawer of
wore. Inst., which were threatened the high gronnd upon which the city street, yesterday got a warrant from the stock by
Sz, and.
taking
private bids.
then
'th destruction by the flood. veer* is located, there ie much suffering in Justice Emery charging Riley Pitman Every prnposition
skipping out before the attache*
Mrs.
Nance
was
Miss
Nina
Humbeing
so
law%
the
surround
the
ing country, especially with defrauding her out of a $315
both towns were still safe this
assignee has now gotten permission phreys finial eight weeks ago when could rush up front the rear and innisi& although the danger in- over on the Indiana side of the -river. board bill
she married Mr. Nance. A year or tercept hint.
of the court ti auction it off
riezemeal
Until next Monday was poet's-riled
ases hourly. The levees are still Seserel people are reported drowned
two ago she gave birth to an illegiti
to the highest bidder. He has
not mate
the
act, but. the residents of these cities in Indiana. but nothing definite can
warrant charging Oscar Baker
Cafe Burglarized. e
child
and a certain man was
yet set the das for this, but it wiil
I not rest easy until the waters be leerned here
cherged with being its father. The with steal:rig the overcoat of Finery
Yesterday afternoon when Assignee be shortly
rile. Hundreds of men stand ready s The people were badly froenefl A, E. 'Boyd entered the liawkin
warrant was dismissed at trial in the Harper and selling it to Ikey Ackblock the first break in the levee ey the blizzard of Saturday night. Bros.' cafe building at 417 Broadway
courts,
she swearing this party was erman for 73: cent.,
John
hturrsy Estate.
Jim Kirkeey was fliemieeed. Noal
close watch was kept all night hut all is quiet today. No train% arc he found the rear door broken open
Mary E. Murray. widow of the late not the parent of the offspring. He:iiy of the Lawrenceburg people running on the Texas or T.. & N and many cigars and other things John Murray. waived
family Itould have nothing to do with Coley dismiseed. Dick. Carroll fined
her right to
road" into or out of Henderson
!ter afterwards, and she was given a $to and Pete (rifflp•!Owl Sain Span
ve left the city for inland points.
stolen. He cannot yet tell how much qualify as administratrix of the
estate home
There
is
a
bad
Hawesvil
break
at
le
a
e each for engaging in a fight
by Mite. Grief, but afterwards fitted
t Marietta. 0. the river Was sta.
is gone. When Charles Hawkins of her husband, and. it was
then went to
St. Louis, coming hack here with each other flew* aboot the city
au today at 39 feet The heavy end the railroad people fear the tres- failed in hostiles: two weeks ago At placed in the hands of
their son. she
married Mr. Nance eight weeks
of yesterday did ranch damage tle at Reed's Station end the bridge torney Boyd was made assignee and Arthur Murray. who qualified
ae ad- age.
es es'
fiver
Green
fiver
will
destroye
be
d.
Until Wedinesday
oil fields, blowing down many
has since had charge of the store. ministrator. 7 Charles M.
erne ostitirmert the
Leake
The last train came in last night on winding
warrant
s and also doing other damage
Mts.
up the business of the pro- John C. Maret and J. Cole were then
charnitig WX1 Cramer w th
Grief states that Mrs. Nance
thc Henderson route.
told her that she. Mrs. Nance. had knocking John Wegibt -into the Ohio
prietor The assignee found the door named by the ceunty judge as
, apNes boats are rttnning. Most of the broke open
sworn falsely during trial of the pa- river during a fight aboard the steam-.
several days ago. and then praisers to inventory the estate,
IllbAT CAUGHT IN STORM
local craft has been sent up Green- again
ternity charge, and it prayed on her er Russell Lord.
yesterday, someone having
- •
ville..for safe harbors.
The warrent chargingel% C. DeMert,
mind. Mrs. Nance said she had been
knocked it open with a hammer.
"Bowling Green," with Fifty PasProperty Sold.
the
dye man of South Third street
threaten
F..
ed
with
D.
death
if she did not
Thurman has sold to Arthur
sengers on Board, Has a
Torrent Rages at Enterprise, Ind.
with
testify
eureing allot* abusing Miss Vera
as
she
did.
Miirray
She
for
also
ere.)
claimed
Glove
Was
Close Call.
property on Bethel
Found.
Enterprise. Ind.. Jan. 21.—The riser
Lieutenant Thomas Potter of the %freest. The deed was lodged yester- a certain man was trying to separate Bowers who worked for him,. way
Is booming here and much damage
her from Mr. Nance, and the hound- dismiestef.
day for record with the county
nekport. Ky.. Jan al.—A severe has already been
clerk. leg was
done and more is police force ham at hearquartere. a
The breach of the peace charge
something unbearable. Mr.
Mrs. Arvellar Gholson bought
wind ind rainetorm exited over this likely to
bear
skin
glove
picked
he
up
Sunday
from Nance
follow.
c
a
o
g
atL
k os:
was
til
ct In''ran
have'
to
e,akmC
gone
ed
ente
‘
J.
r;vism-afilid
over
C.
Iteetiod Saturday night. ffoing a large • Twnethirds of
to
Kolb
Mrs.
.aist
4 nigssreedm.
for Sr.000 property on
the hotnee in town at Fourth and Broad-way.- it is:
Grief's house yesterday and show' the
amount. of damage to the country. arc under water and
boy's ize and the owner can get it by South Sixth near F.Iirabeth street.
half of them
latter a note gotten from this man. thirty days in the jail for disorderly
calling at the hall.
Doori. were diinolished and window were blown down by the high
winds
evil when Mn. Nance did not come
panes smashed out in some sections Saturday night. Many
Seventh
and Clay streets, and reachpeople are livover,
this in what catteed Mrs.(-irk
Tryea Wood was held to the grand
of the city.
ing through the hole. grabbed many
ing in it warehouse and are without
Fisher "Sees Things."
to go to the Nance home and make jut-y' ;n $3oo bond for cutting Alex
The steamer Row-ling Green. with a food. The fair
toilet
articles and skipped out before
Oscar Baker, the young fellow
grounds are being
the awful discovery of suicide.
Illondworth during a fight at Bloodlarge number of passengers on board. used as a place of
refuge -by many ehargee with stealing Emery Tiarp- anyone Was attracted and cod deMTS. Nance was twenty-two years voierth'e
establishment Ittet nutside
was caught in the storm between here lathers. Reports front
tect
them.
surrounding er's overcoat and selling it to hey
of age and daughter of Mrs. Bud El- 'the 'its- limits beyond Mecheni
and Ceralo, and had a narrow escape country say that several
ce1
Ackerma
n. the secondhand dealer.
lives have
nit: by the latter's first !unhand. Mr,l berg. Charles Roes, was in'
from destruction. The heavy wind been lost in the river.
the fight
Moochers Ordered to Leave.
has been snffering from delirium
Charles Humphrey. Mrs. Elrod &A and his caee being transfer
:and: s,iIt -cetereatt caught, the vessel
red from
Criptled beggars b ythe half dozen !goldenl
tremens at the comity jail since Sawy several months ago. ancl'it police court to Squire Emery's
eptel
court
with 'great forcrii
day, but was much better last night. were rounded up on Broadway yester- was feared she had been
Elizeard at Owensboro.
fouly ditalt yesterday, the tatter fined b'm $115
againk the hank. The crash thew all
He bad been on a protracted spree day by the police, who took them be- with, but the body Was
Owensboro, Ky., Jan, 21.--It
exhumed and and costs. The Ross tight happened
the ties reste-s .nif their feet. end for dreadfully cold here this ,mornin
. Colins where they stomach analyzed. bet nothing
g and and :aye monkeys, alligators and par- fore Chief Jame,
sus- 4 ontside the menicipal corporate ;Migot
snme -time it looked as if the boat conditions are in no way improve
erdere
to leave Paducah immed- pielotte develope
d. rots.
d.
e, therefore the police conrt had
. would turn completely over. 'A gen- Alyea re feet of the river bank
iately, and all skipped. This is
This morning at to o'clock the I no jurisdiction.
has
pur'spent
-oral teenic. was narrowly averted, and washed away and- men are piling hags
to the police comnfiss
Store Witidow Smashed.
ionere' funeral will be held at the 'residence
in the confusion several were slightly of sand in the. Creeke it' front of
recent orders to the chief that
frAlowed with interment at Oak Grove hatance of the acid, on
Early yesterday ,mernirfe burglars
the
eine-fel, halt none seriously. Hy
reaching the
the!
threw a brick through the: front win- keep the city weeded of all "teretseas cemetery.
side of his dead wife yesterday, but
leroic efforts re' thgbreit's reefs'
ers." • ../
'(Continued on Page Four.) 41 f
Mr.
Nance
tried
to
ink
- low of Mr. Earl DntIn't dreg store at
flown the ethers grasped the vial from
, -et
as .hint., ...I
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RICH HARVEST GATHERED
BY THE GRIM REAPER

some New, •r - millionire during HORRIBLE CRIME
AT HOPTOWN
his abs.etfce in the summer, but this
would not have justified a British adHer Child and Hangs
miral landing an armed party and as- A Mother Kills
in a Sack on a Fence.
it
police.
York
New
the
-sting
"I have the honor to be, with prollopkinsville, Ky. Jan. 21 —A most
found gratitude and the highest ree cr:me was brought to light
horrobl
FEW DAYS— .
spect, your obedient servant.
MANY CALLED TO THE GREAT BEYOND IN PAST TROUBLE—
sad sed
children of a
by
ry
.
discove
the
ENHAM
by
SWETT
CH
STOMA
ANDER
"ALEX
PATRICK ROGERS SUCCUMBS TO
TWO
"Governor.". dead body in a coffee saeiP on a fence
AFTER
AWAY
MR. JOSEPH GOURIEUX PASSED
S.
C.
Mr.
of
home
AWAY
the
of
rear
r,
the
in
D
Governo
PASSE
by
Wait
RSON
to
Forced
YEARS' ILLNESS—MRS. ELLA SANDE
street, some
WITH HEART
ILLNESS
Wien Rear Admiral Davis called Jarrett, on South Walnut
Y AFTER A LINGERING
SUNDA
y
house.
the
Saturda
front
house
distance
rters
headqua
at the
TROUBLE.
When the children took the sack
U) bid farewell to Governor Swetit they
tenham he waited fifteen minutes. He from the fence and opened
dead newthen informed the governor's aid that found, wrapped in rags, a
Mrs. Ella Anderson died Sunat once
At 2:15 o'clock yesterday morning disease
lie would wait no longer and requested born child. The police were
on at i o'clock at their
day
afterno
was sent death claimed a good man in Mt. Pathim to tell the governor that in con- notified and Officer Merritt,
Jackson street, and tile
1217
in
honie
My order was misun- sequence of his attitude in not desir- out to investigate. Coroner Aliens- rick Rogers, who passed away at the o
on.
afterno
nces
:The
confere
er
yesterday shipped on
21.—Aft
were
mains
• London, Jan.
and the disregard of your ing American aid he had counter- worth was also called and buried the residence of his father-in-law. Mr. the steamer Joe Fowler fur Shetlersdt
foreign
the
of
officials
today between
wishes was due to a mistake in the nitteded President Roosevelt's order child. The evidence before the coro- Louis Rapp, of 942 Trimble street, af- Ole, III., where they will be interred.
the latoffice and of the colonial office
transmission of myiorder. I trust the d:i patching the supply ship Celtic, la- ner's jury was, after examining the ter a lingering illness with stomach
The deceased was twenty years ef
had trouble. He was stiolten ill three
Swettenham apparent disregard of your wishes
den with beef, for the relief of King- lungs and bran, that the infant
ter cabled to Governor
age and a loveable and popular lady
version will be overlooked.
been murdered, either by being months ago ut Chicago where he lived who made many friends during her
S;on.
of Jamaica asking him for his
the with"i landed working parties from
Governor Swettenham arriving at struck it the face with some heavy and five weeks since was brought year's residence in this city. She was
cf the situation which led to
war- both ships today to aid in clearing
where he has
Davis'
Admiral
Rear
of
drawal
that moment, there was a brief pri- substance or that the inhuman moth- to the Rapp home here
the wife of Mr. Richard Andererm
Nothand
s
until claimed
esy.
building
and
r
worse
Saturda
heels
and
governo
gradually grown
the various street;
er had taken it by the
vate meeting and the
ships from Kingston
who ie connected with the Illinois gov- oropoee landing parties tomorrow for
corted Rear Admiral Davis to his car- struck it against semething. It was by the grim reaper.
ing had been received from the
railroad shops here. She ei
Central
the the same purpose unless you expreseAt 9 o'clock tomorow morning the also survived by her father and stepenior concerning any phase of
riage. Salutations were exchanged a girt but the physicians tannin
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in a manner bordering on an insult.
These have been many millionaires
in the former, the "Dr." Murphy
"Great commercial orgoninations,
The man or men higher tip in the
This government felt that relief to in the senate. hut few of them ever ing. the stage now being within 214 method in the latter "Dr." Murphy
railroads, banks, mines. manufactures
"Dr."
Murphy case must be gone
feet
of
the
11484
stage.
The
steamer
attained real importance in matters
being a woman—at testi in form—we ailsr by an indignant community
and commercial combinations are all suffering humanity was needed, and of teat:dation.
Thomas
stranded
Parker
corn
is
in
a
Thee few that won
pass her by as the rnere instrument Curt Jett was a mere instrument in
in the market :seeking men of Apiiity. the nation is astounded at the way dissincfon
gained It regardless of field three miles below town.
of
wicked men who deserve prosecti- the hands of the flargisti. lie killed
The country should has e the tirst call. in which its good intentions %Sac re- money.
The Owensboro Wagon compass>
Hanna had power, but he
to the limit. This perenn could that they might hold the people of
t
on
Many men with families to support ceived. The Nashville
has
lost
a great lot of lumber and
Banner seems owed it not to hia millions but to his
not. without their help, ply her trade Breatbht in vastalage. bound to swell
lint peidic service entirely nut of.
all
,day
yesterday
kept
fifty
men
at
to size lip the british governor when relations with President MelS.'inley.
here for forty-eight hour' As it is, their gains by labor and by taxation.
mind, "because they cannot afford is'
McMillan would have been listened work moving lumber away from the
,it
says:
elle turns up from time to time in Does "Dr." Murphy work at her in'It is not the rich who need this
Today
water.
fully
twenty-tire
feet
to w th respect by his colleagues if
Iv
Cases of heartrending savagery that famous avocafon to bring profit
increase; it is the poor, the men with
"Sir Alexander Swettenham. British he had
to,
rnos had a dollar. If Dryden of the river bank has washed away lacerates hiimanity's heart.
moderate means. Men who intend governor of the Island of Jamaica had
unworthy jurists' No wonder that
ten that's as much money as hi and cave-ins are expected at many
How long is this to continue? For the name of one such man in partici*.
le graft are Op( dstffred from enter- has been some years in the British now possesses
he would still find it other places.
Louksville's manhood to answer. No lar stinks in the nostrils of the peoOat the public service by low salaries, colonial service, tilling
important impossible to induce
the senate to
juggling with law or travety upon ple of Kentucky'! No matter how
nbr are their characters changed by places in Singapore and Ceylon, and take him
River at Milton.
seriously, while all the mon!kith
salarien. But msn_. whom the he also occupied the potition of gov- ey of
Milton. Ky . Jan
zi —Milton is justice will be further, permitted to . cruel the deed of blood and brutality.
Wall Street could not do anypeilic nett -3r4,1ira •64:- encouraged to ernor of British Guiana before he was
nearly
surrounded
by
water and the 'nflict, further disgrace and loss on 1 his name is usually found in scarlet
thing for Platt or Dcpew or Alger.
Louisville. Of what real value a characters on the side of iniamy let
enter the public. service by making sent to Jamica. He was decorated
Mr. Guggenheim will find that he sufferers who have been forced to vaallisquate
pflosiG;ovis for their support. with the order K. C. M. G. in 1879 for
cate
their
homes
are
...
taking
refuge in Greater Louisville Exposition • if a loose. But a day of reckoning it at
mutt make his way in the senate recrianson-atained Louisville sets up hand.
not a: horns, I/1041w nation's capi- efficient services in the colonies, but gardless
of his bank accouqt. He will the K. of P. hall. Several smaller
t.
for all that there is good reason to have
houses
have
been
washed away. and
to prove the quality of the stuff
'Fitrther. the saltries of today. if helices that this same Gov. Swettenthat is in shim. At the outset he must if the rise continues great damage
•-11ti/nate once. are no longer :ide- ham is a pronounced type 9f what not be
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF
astonAhed to find himself far will be done.
s te, and the reasonssfor an increase his own countrymen would call a cad. less
•- rio:: are as strong as for the
influential than Charlie Curtis
original and for whom a harsher name might of Kansas,
At Henderson.
.ar-A0
whose mother was a aw
be found among the apt epithets in
allou a:fetal C1*,
Henderson, Ky.. jail. 21.—A rise of
Indian. Curtis has had fourteen years'
‘'It is a rifle that applies to the vogue in the slang vocabulary of
experience in congress and from the i8 inches is reported in the river at
a my and navy as'vvell as to the civil these United States. Gov. Swettensenate's point of view he has thereby this point. The gale of Sunday night
a'grvice. . 'We ..cannot afford to ex- ham's attitude in regard to the prof- earned
the right to have opinions subsided into quite a stiff breeze.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
Aide by a niggardly policy men- who fered Amerigan assistance in the about
matters of legislation.'—New which has kept the river very rough,
14se too musli cozpect to live1 betoie stirelsen city of Kingston is about the York,
making it impossible for water craft
At Close of Business December 31, -4906.
NVorld,
time requirements of their position, or most ungracious piece of pig-headed
of any kind to venture out. No loss
who owe it to their families to seek, sni*ery -on record.
RESOU RC ES.
of life is reported. The lowest temSUBSTANTIAL FARMER.
414ii aAitati• was very much out of
employment- front commercial organperature recorded here Sunday was Loans anti
Discounts
$194.363.97
t
, bons rather than enter public accord with that spirit of good fellow- Mr. Wm, H.
Crawford Passed Away at degrees. It is rich colder today
'•"sitt s* sand ovittiral sympathy that freiice. •
2,000.00
Twelve men are reported in a Stocks and Bonds
Near Hampton, Livingquently has been evidenced between
house on the Indiana side, opposite Itanking House Furniture and Fixtures
ston
County,
9,080.17
t•
Englishmen and Americans when
this city, who cannot be rescued on
•Iln ore of the Is:miss-Ole pulpits sonic extraordinary
accasion required
Mr. Frank Crawford, the barber of account of the heavy wind. The river Cash and Exchange
36.709.93
inclay. the minister took accasion to it, a sympathy that the common lan- The Palmer, left
yesterday for Hamp- at this point- is fifteen miles wide, and
ttiviCitlient on a recent 'tragedy in that guage aryl close kinship of the two ton, Livingston county, where he was lacks but a' few inches of being at
$262,154.09
ealled by the death of his father, Mr. the 188.4 mark.
city in which'a beautiful young wom- countries would naturally elicit.
"This affair occurring at Kingston William H. Crawford, the substantial
LIARILIT1ES.
an from a neigthboring town met her
brings to mind another incident .of a and honorable farmer who'
River Falls at Maysville.
passed
death at the ..f.r'estait o a Criminal not dissimilar nature in which a
$ 50,000 00
very svsay of heart trouble.
, Maysville. Ky.. Jan. 21.—The river Capital Stock
operation.
different spirit %%as shown In 1873
The deceased was about 65 year. came to a standstill last night and Undivided
4,228.79
Profits
'ft iiessilhes law of. maitre- and the the Spaniards captured the steamer of age and one of the most prominent has receded 2 inches this morning.
Deposits
2417,925.3o
.•
law of God." he said. "that the sow- Virghtios neat- Kingston. The steam- .Ind highly respected citizens of that There is great rejoicing in the city.
er was fitted out for filibustering in sestiott Besides 'his son 'here he is
ing must be followed by the harvest. Cuba
and was carried .to Santiago, survived by four other children, one
"A Daniel, Yee, a, Daniel.
$26•".75409
Likewise is it•
the law of social life: where a number of its crew %sere of whom is Dr. George
A French court has decided that
L Crawford.
sow honor and you reap confidence. shot. Hearing of the bloody work in the Smithland dentist.
theater managers cannot refuse free A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of tIte.aet
lir. Crawford weighed ()vela too tickets to newspaper men. 0l1.
Like begets like in conduct as in na-' iiroseress at liSantiago. a. British admost earnings of tbe past six months, old
credited to the
miral. who was lying with his fleet pounds and died yeste-xlay moping. fighteous judge!—Ohio State
Journal.
tnre.
at Kingston. speedily set ail for the
stockholders payable on denrand.
"The city that allows criminals to Cnban port and
The Joe Fowler went to Evan'sdemanded on penalty
Now You're Talking Business.
fri unpunished and. unchecked will
lOnsbarding the town That the exe- v lIe 'yesterday and comes haeii
sll right to talk of building
,
:rap a - liar vestSor erinse. The board cutions stop. The crew
Of the Vit.- morrow.
• • • 7'
!More baltIgships. but what this coun- ,
tr needa is boxcars.—iBaBigire 5.911.
•
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To a certain extent Judge Reed yesterday morning revolutionized the
mode of procedure that has been followed in his court for several years,
and the rigid order he issued shows
that hereafter the lawyers must mean
business when they come before him.
'Hi* order was that from now wIsein
he sets a date for trial of certain suits
in his court the action will not be reset for another date that term. or
continued by agreement of both sides
over to the ensuing term, unless the
'tame gives his consent, which will
?tot be forthcoming unless a 'legal
cause exists.
When the judge opens his civil
term lie has all the lawyers to appear
before him in * body, and he then
calls over the docket on which are
entered up the different suits filed.The
judge finds out from the lawyers
what actions are in shape for trial,
and the cotot then specifier% a certain
date on which the respective litigation will be heard. The lawyers have
then been acting to suit themselves,
and on the -slightest pretenses have
asked the cower ttl 4et over for another date or continue until the next
term of court this or that suit. Judge
Reed tries to be lenient and accomodating kith them, but the attorneys
have gone ar that they do not teem
themsalves to way strennons extent to
get the witnesses present and things
ready for trial after the judge has
cone :o the trouble of docketing the
litigatirm for hearing on a certain
day, and made his arrangements accordingly. The judge has now brought
a stop to this, and hereafter there
will have to be a good kgal cause before he will continue until the next
term air set over for another date an
snit that has once been docketed and
preparations made to hear it on r.
epecihad day. When lie once sets a
ease, it will have to go to trial on
the date fixed, unless s legal reason
exist. for pustpoitement.
Heretofore
the lawyers. if one or two witnesses
were absent. wen+, not earn themselves
sget the latter present. bin
1114mid *imply agree to a continuance.
and then ask the judge to grant it.
This goes no more
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jUDGE W. M. REED ISSUED YESTERDAY A SWEEPING ORDER
THAT WILL MAKE THE LAWYERS GET BUSY IN PREPARHAS
INOITHEIR CIVIL SUITS FOR TRIAL—JURY STILL
TELEPOSTAL
THE
AGAINST
CASE OF E. E. JACKSON
GRAPH COMPANY—CITY OF PADUCAH GOT JUDGMENT
AGAINST PADUCAH TOWING COMPANY FOR MUNICIPAL
•
• 4
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tiff wants the petition stricken now,
with privilege retained of reinstituting
it laaer.
The City apf Paducah was given
judgment for tatano against The
Paducah Toeving cornaauy for numicipal text.* the company owes on the
boats and haws ran out of this city.
The -company made an assignment to
John Rock who is now windinttaip its
business and ha* sold the boats and
barges. Master Commissioner Cecil
Reed is directed to pay the judgment
over to the city authorities, out of the
proceeds of the boat sales.
There was dismissed as statkdohe
suit oi L. Barry against Constable A.
C. Shelton. Someone sued Mrs.
Berry for house rent and the constable attached some goods believing
they belonged to her, but which
turned o?Pt to be her husbaud's, who
now silts the constable for damages,
but the litigation is settled out of
court.
There was continued at instance of
the plaintiff the litigation of L. M.
Griggs against the Paducah Traction company, wherein plaintiff wants
Utica from the defendant for injuries
he received by falling from a South
Third street car.
A postponement until the next term
of coact was given at request of the
plaint:if, in the action of James Maynard against the East Tennessee Telephone company. aVlhile working for
the defendant corporation Maynard
was injured by a pence of timber falling and striking him. and sued for
Sa.000 damages
F. Fels and A J Bradley were excused from further eervice on the
petit jury and S. A. liarkey and L.
F. Bennett put in their placea
Fels and A J. Bradley were ex•
espied from further service on the
petit ;iiiy and S. A. Ilarkey atid L.
F. Retrofit put in their places.
There is still nith the jury the suit
of Mrs. F. F. Jackson agates: The
Postal Telegraph
The
juror* have ben no
to reach a
decision yet and acre dismissed yesterday afternoon bittil this morning
by the judge.
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Tolls?* Docket.
The •itite itneketed for trial Imlay
are E S. Ihnittod s• Charles A I
Meyer, and The Bandana Mercantile
ecnnpany A Hunt vo. Fletcher and - .Chattanooga. 5.6 rising.
Foreman; J. Ws Jackson is. Padiwah
Cincinnati, bea t rising.
Traction revenant-, W R Hendrick
Evansville. 4.9 rising.
T E. Russell vs. l_.
vs. SW
Florence. 41 rising.
II. !knee.
johnsomille, zoo ruing
nuiguill clams that Meyers ones
to.3 rising
him Sa95.49 for goods Dnittital
Mt. Carmel. MR rising.
the mercantile company which ie
Nashville, JI r rising.
•
owned by Meyers.
Pittsburg, 18.8 rising.
linen contend. that he contracted
St. Louis, 4.3 rising.
to deliver a certain amount of walnut
Mt. Vernal). 45.5 rising.
.Jogs to Fletcher & Foreman, at a
Paducah, 39.7 rising.
*leech-led price, and that he hauled the
Burnside. 4.3 falling.
logs to Nfaxon's mill, where they were
Carthage. 22.2 rising.
to have been received by Fletcher &
Parkersburg. 39.9 rising.
Foreman. Hunt elaims that after the
contraat was made. Fletcher & Fore'the towboat Thomas Parker was
man refused to take the logs, which Flown into :he lowland-. opposite
Hunt had to sell to some other. Now Owensboro Saturday by the storm
Hunt -sues Fletcher & Foreman for and badly damaged
$973.22. attach tie claims is the differThe Jim Duffy came out oi the
ence between the price he was to get Cumberland river yesterday with ties
from :hem. and the price at which he and skips out again today for another
was forced to sell at a aacrifice to trip up that stream.
others.
The Mary Michael went to the TeeJackson claims damages from the nessee river yesterday after ties.
tiaction company on account of perCairo. 44.8
sonal injutie 4.
The steamer Dick Fowler slid not
W. R. Kendrick owned a tine horse
- get back until after daylight Sunday
that got out of the stable behind the morning, having had to tie tip. below
residence on -Broadway near Ninth here on account of the strong-wind.
street. A colorant boy caught the She get:i out for Cairo thifl. hid...tern?
animal end rode it teethe public drink- at 8 o'clock and comes back tonght
ing fotentain * 7bird and Jackson. about to o'clock.
While there Olfen's hor‘e came up
The Buttorff went to aClarldiville
and while plunging argent:, static the yesterday, comes back tomorrow, and
end of the sharp shaff frito the Hen- leaves for Nashville right ‘SIT'at.
drick horse's abdomen, creating an
The City of Memphis cattle 'out of
injury which caused death- `of the the Tennessee river this mareing and
affl• ted beast Hendrick sues for San leaves at 5 o'clock tomorrow afterage* -tan the ground that Gillen noon n her return 031 way.
tel blame for the fatal injury.
The Peters Lee left Chatimiati yeaIT
--terday and gets here Theunday on
Yesterday's Business.
her way down to Memphis'.'
Oscar Kahn was selected as the atThe Georgia Lee leaves Mentiphis
torney to represent the absent de- today and gets, here Thursday on
fendant in the suit of Ethte Under- her way upto Cincinnati.
wood against James
Underwood,
which action is for a divorce.
Must Work Both Way*.
There was set fqr trial on the four"I have increased the wages of evteenth day of this term, the suit of ery man in my employ 35 cer cent,"
Russell, administratrix. agains Spann. said a manufacturer. "Nearly every
A continuance was given at request fienneand corporation is doing the
of the plaintiff in the case where the came thing in a greater or lesser de1-f and L. Chase Bag company sue gree; but I am enforcing a condition,
The 'Southern Peanut company for and with each increase goea a written
money claimed due for bags the Padu- contract to the effect that said incah concern bought of the others.
crease is due to out unusual pros, The nlaintiff requested the court to perity and the extra cots of livirig;
strike from the docket the petition of that hard times- may come .sooner
Anna B. Scott. administratrix of than we expect them, when necr-iJitintee'44.4Paitiiii the !flint's • Cen- stems and rents alit: clothes will be
tsal railcoailas,for •Sersotoo'idamages on cheaper, and when they do come evaccount of James Scott. being run ery man will consent to a reduction
over and killed by the engine in the of pay al accordance with the new
n
'FnitOlf
yht(IS, milkere leta was
:employed conditions. I wonder if they will
a'a 0•
11
,taf
, LO• IletlietItisitiaita:- stand by tee? I think they
New York TITIO:
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skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
THE COTILLION CLUg WILL MESSRS. JOHN H. COWLES AND REV. I. R. CLARK OF PARIS,
arid white. Removes all blemish..
R. S. MOSES HERE FROM
TENiN., CALLED TO ACCEPT
ENTERTAIN WITH HANDTHAT PLACE.
LOUISVILLE.
SOME AFFAIR.
eaused by the cold winds.

MISS DALLAM ENTERTAINS
AT CARDS TOMORROW

The Lloyd Medal Will in May Be Rev. G. W. Banks Will Give Fine
Lecture Tomorrow Night at
Awarded the Canunandery MakTrimble Street Church.
ing the Best Percentage.

Delightful to use after shaving.

fateaday morning the congregation
The annual inspection of the PaduRAILROAD ENGINEERS GIVE
For sale only at
cah Commandery No. it, Knights in the First Baptist church extended
ANNUAL BALL TONIGHT AT
of
Paris,
call
to
Clark
a
Rev.
J.
R.
afternoon
Templar,
will
occur
this
HOTEL CRAIG,
and evening at the Fraternity building Tenn., to come to this city and belodgeroom, the inspection being Con- amino the assistant to Rev. Calvin
NI. Thompson, pastor of this flock.
Mies Mary Lou Byrd and Mr. Fred ducted; by -Eminent Sir Knight John The
call was forwarded us the divine
If. Cowles, who is accompanied by
McCandless Wed This AfterDRUG STORE.
immediately and it will be some days
preparing
In
Mr.
Robert
Moses.
S.
noon—Many Social Affairs,
for the Visit of this state official the before aui answer is expected from
have him signifying whether he will tatept.
local commandery members
Rev. Clark is a young minister of
been practicing for several weeks
The Cotillion club will entertain to- past.
about thirty yeets of age and single.
morrow evening at The Palmer with
At 4 ii'cleck this afternoon the Red lie is a graduate of the Hall-Moody
german.
a
Cross order will be conferred upon a coilege of Memphis, and at prescandidate, the work being done in ent looks alter several churches surThe Delphic Club.
full uniform. At 6.30 o'clock the rounding Paris. in which city he
mornknighte sit down to a banquet which maintains -hie home. Ile is a very
this
meets
The Delphic club
learned genial and energetic divine
ing at the library, the subject* for dis- will be served them in the lodgeroom and deeply impresses all whom come TESTS WILL HAVE BEEN COMhall by the ladies of Esther
dining
cussion being -The Reign of Phillip
PLETE BY TOMORROW
Chapter of the Order of Eastern Star. in contact with him.
The First Baptist congregation is
AFTERNOON.
II.," "The Escurial" and "The Stdry Finishing the banquet
7:30
at
pastor
cannot
so
large
that
the
propof The Armada."
o'cclock, the commandery opens' iii
e-iy look after e-verything without an
full uniform and during the evening
aesietant, which is now being procur- Prospects Are for Many Promotions
Entertain at Cards.
the inspection will be made.
and hopes are Rev. Clark will aced
To Be Shown by Cards Which
Paducah
commandery
-•ie
one
The.
Mrs. Lawrence Dalian% of Broadcept the proffer.
Will Be Delivered Friday.
of
the
entire
beefily
the
way and Fountain avenue will enterinclude
and
the
inspection
will
state
Pastor Lectures.
tain at cards tomorrow afternoon.
drilling. aword work and uniforms.
•Tea Through the Holy Land"
The new uniforms for the members is
By tomorrow afternoon the sem:Matinee Musical Club.
the subject of Rev. G. W. Banks'
arrived last Saturday and will be wore
examination of pupils in the
annual
lecture tomorrow evening at the
Verdi and Scarlotti, the Italian during the inspectors vidt.
public schools will have been finishei'
church.
A
Trimble
Methodist
street
composers, will be the subjects for
Messrs. Coles .and aliases are of etc-dial invitation is extended the pub- by the teachers, who dismiss do
consideration during the meeting to- Louisaille, and while out on their tour tic to be present.
studeno then until Friday when thmorrow afternoon •of The Matinee they will inspect the twenty-nine
latter come back for ,Itiheir ears.
the state. The#
Musical club at Grace church parish comnainderies of
which will show whether thee: has
Farewell Sermon.
house, while "Music Among The Say- auborefinate body making the highest
Rev. .N. C. Blain o; the German been promoted or remain in the earn..
age Nations" will be discussed also. average percentage. will be awarded Lutheran church preached hos fare- grade the rernaing half of this *chop'.
the Lloyd medal at the state meeting wan sermon Sunday evening to a year. The children base entered upon
The Five Hundred Club.
to be held next May at Marville. by lease a„naracsation that reluctantly the examinations with munch interen
Mrs Saunders A. Fowler of West beethrea from over Kentucky.
bid hitn adieu. He leaves sometime and prospects are for an unusually
Broadway entertains the Five Himsleet week for Wilton. Iowa, tii rest Large list of promotions.
eked club tomorrow afternoon at her
The grammar and primary grata'
before resuming his ministerial call.
"Pretty Nearly Guilty."
home.
Ing. His pulpit here will be sup- pupils will be examined in the foflowOf the many Inimarous incidenta plied until the succeeding pastor is ing subjects at the hours mentioned:
that enliven he customary quiet of secured to take his place. The conWeil-Hart Nuptials.
First to Sixth grade. inclusive
i'clock this afternoon the wed- the court roomthe following, which gregation is considering !several avail- —Tuesday morning. mathematics and
At
ding of Miss Ruth Weil and Mr. appears In Arthur Train's "The Pris- able divines. hut none have yet been Palling: afternoon reading and draw.F-daon Hart takes place, it occurring oner at the Bar," are characteristic. ci Veil. During the business session ing; Wednesday morning, language
"In a case where the court charg- ;Sand" evening Gcotleib Russ was and writing: afternoon. geography.
at the home of lr. and Mts. Ben
Jefferson, ed the jury that they catild find the t letted trustee—Henry Kamleiter
Weille of Eighth and
Grammar Department.
othetasetf over by Rev. W. E. Cave defendant Reilly of murder- mans tienenrer. anti Ot D Schmidt. *ecre.
A. Eight grade—Monday nunnina.
D. D., of the Fitat Presbyterian a tighter. or assatilt. or else acquit !tary; all air the church.
history; afternoon, music and drawI It Ott the grcatind that he Was 111%chureh.
ing; Tuesday morning, grammar:
i Orli st taking- the life of the deceae•
Wedneedatafternoon, literature,
Now- Luncheon.
ed. the jury retired and deliberated for
morning. algebra: afternoon, civics
afro. a crnoti Bla the ..f
many Iti.urt. As the time dragged •
• B, Eighth grade—Monday mornIP ing. lIterature; afternoon. algebra;
laERSONAL MENTION:
m convined
c •
Seventh entertained at luncheon at en, t he defendant became
•Tuesday morning, physiology: afte-1 oarlack. yesterday afternoon. corn- that lie was to be convicted. Late at • n
plimentary to Misses Ruth Weil and! night the jury informed the court ••••••••******IS46-**01414*••• noon, grammar; Wednesday morning.
Martha _Davi.. January brides whoi apt they had agreed upon a verdict.
Colonel Joseph Potter left this music and drawing; afternoon. bibshortly wed The covers were set for hey tiled back and took their places morning for Memphis, to spend aev- tory.
Nfesslamea Allen Asheraft, John W. in the box. The defendant was ar- .eral dayc attending the series of reA, Seventh grade—Monday morn- ,
on. Henry Rudy. Misses Martha raignad. pale w th appreheioion. The skivale Icing held there by Rev. Cates. ing. grammar: afternoon, bistora:
Davis. F.liaabeth Sinnott. Mary Scott. clerk arose.
who held the protracted meeting of Tuesday morning. arithmethic: afterRuth Weil, Kathleen Whitetiehl. and
"'Gentlemen of the wry.' said he. many months at the First Baptist noon, music and drawing; WedneaMies Anna Rhea of Nashville. Tenn.' 'have you agreed upon a verdict?'
day morning, geography; afternoon,
church idle year ago.
"'We have.' replied the foreman
Mr John Rchkopl ha.s returned literature.
Eitifilitere Ball.
"'Tar jury will rise,' continued the , from a lineincei trip to Memphis
Seventh grade—lionday mornThe Brotherhood of Locomotise clerk. 'The defendart will rise.' The
Miss Cora Lane of Bowling Green ing, arithmetic: afternoon. geography; lapgineers give their annual ball this, jury and ptisoner arose.
. is the guest of Mrs. R. I.. Beck of Tuesday morning:. music and drawing:
evening at Hotel Craid on Fifth and I "ajtirymen. !oak upon the prisoner 171 South Ninth street.
afternoon. histnry: Wlettneeday mornJeffersnn streets, and hundred: will Prisoner, look at the jury.' continuer'
Dr. Adrian Hay& returned last ing. literature: afternoon grammar.
be in attendance. it being an elaborate' the clerk: and turning to the fort-.
iet , es-ening to Fulton after spending the
affair.
man. 'How say you? Do pm told day here on business. He is now
the daOmelant guilty or not guilty?' located in that city.
Venerable Man Gone.
Byrd-McCausiless.
-'Gailty: stammered the foreman
Mr. Fritz Meyer died yesterday at
Col. Victor Van de Male left SunAt ''clock' that afternoon Miss
The defendant uttered a loud groan :day for a week's drunoning tour in Metropolis of heart trinible. at the
Mary Lott Byrd and Mr. Fred Me- mat collapsed _into the arms of the Ten--r'
advanced age of ninety-four years.
Candles will be united in marriage at court attendant beside him.
the residence of the bride': parents.
"'Of just liable homicide.' :testi!)
Mr. and Mrs. William T Byrd nail added the inexperienced foreman. In
12.21 South Fifth street. Rev. W. T. spite of the laughter oi the rest of
Bolling-. D. D. of the Broadway the jurymen and the smiles of the
Methodist church officiates. and the court it took some moments to concouple immediately afterward leave vince the unnerved prisoner that he
for a Southern bridal tour.
was not to he electrocuted.
"In a recent case the jury returned
Reber-Englert Wedding.
a veriliet of 'Pretty nearay guilty!' a
Th e marriage oi Muss Maggie
Reber to Ma. Lonnie Englert will OcDied in Florida.
cur at 3 o'clock the afternoon of
Wool has been received that Dr.
Tuesday. January an, at St. Frances
de Sales church, at which time the D. A. Watts died in Lake City.'Fla..
only attendants will he the ushers. where he was buried. This news
Mr. Charles Reber of Princeton, a brings grief to Paducahanc, as the
brother of the bride. and Mr. Elmer eaysician lived here from 1859 to 1884
s When he moved to Florida. His wife
Englert. brother of the groom of
WaS formerly Miss Ellen D. Fauntle•
set ,21ii
thiwo
city.
of Paducah. Many of the older
roy
The couple will make their home at
residents
remember him as a fine man
the residence of the groom's parents
and
of eminent professional
polished
in meta Trimble street.
standing.

BACON'S

SEMI-ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS

p.

Closing Out Sale!!
AT AUCTION-

Japanese ArtGoods

Mori's Bazar

Approaching Wedding.
Announcement has been made that
Miss Lorena Grief and Mr. Maurice
Penahan will be marled February 6
at St. Francis de Sales church, Rev.
-Father Jansen officiating.
The contracting pair are well
known young people of the city, the
bride being the handsome daughter
of Moe Joseph Grief, of Twenty-

Cost of the Legislature.
The general assembly coots the
state of Indiana alao,000 according
to the house appropriation tall.
seventh and Jefferson streets, while
the groom is connected with the Illilicit Central railroad and a congenial t
and affable young matt

418 Broadway
Ladies and Gentlemen R.espectfolly invited to Attend This Sale
7:30 to 10 p. m Daily
2:30 to 5p.m.

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Agatite Cement
Also dealer in Lime and Cement: Agent for Whitehall and
ING OFSEMENT"

H. M. CigNNINGHAM
Phones. Old_960, New 245!

:-:

Thirteenth and Adams Street

MM. iss-Ast

1

WELL HALF A MILE

DegP.7

Borings Fail to Find Desired Artem
mien Flow in Ohio State•
house Yard_

A CURIOUS PROFESSION.,,..036(TAIL AT THRCE FORKS NOTED SOUTHERN SOLDIER
AND POLITICAN DEAD

Body

of Hen Under Direction at Decoctton That Was Too Much for
Chief Who Applaud Actors
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
Gen, Charles M, Shelley Passes
on the Stage.
to Drink It.
BirmingAway
His
at
-- ham
I4ome.
In 1857, for some reason, It wag
The question of employing "cla"I was etanding in the barroom in a
thought profitnble and possible to se- quers" in New York theaters has been resort at Three
"ywsa:iwu
For prforks,"
Birmingham,' Ala., Jan. 21.-Gen.
tilhn
cure an arteeian well in the state- agitated, but it is safe to say that the
saeid
fp
ua
rop
tra
rie
vtor
e
:
bourse yard.
The geology of Ohio American sense of humor will never . 1 arrive, in the hope of placing a Charles M'. Shelley died here at an
as a science was still unwritten. permit this. The claque in European moan order. While I was waiting, earls' hour this morning, after a lincities consists of •small body of men,
wrapped
gering illness. He was born in OW.
:n fact., the tirst volume of the Ohio
. under the orders of a chief, who Un- their own dignity and a reputation as in Sullivan county. Tennessee,' and
eokgical reports contains the writ- dertake
to applaud actors and actress- the top riders of the country which served through the Civil war, being
ten record of this boring.
es at certain times. The only one of stretches away toward the head at a brigadier general in the ConfederDown 2,775 fete-over half a mile- • the band who is remunerated is the Willow Creek, came Into the salami
ate arm.
:he auger was sent by the slow and : chief. The men under him get the and, marching up to the bar, demandGen. Shelley served four terms in
oborious process of the time, and privilege of seeing the play without ed •cocktail.
congress while he was living in Selma.
"The bartender looked sonplossai
lotaiey a year was spent in the work paying for their seat/. The -chefi
Ala. Ile has been prominent in poliThe boring was commenced on No.., de claque" of the groat subsidized for • moment, but he was not to he tical affairs of the state since the war.
theaLer
of
Paris
shut
out,
so
he
grabbed
are
officials
the
bigger{
paid
by
'ember 4, 1857, and stopped Octobst
the management to do certain work. glass he could !Ind behind the bar and lie leaves a daughter. Mfiss Elizabeth
t. 1868.
No artesian water wee
Their salaries vary from 300 to 600 Immediately got busy. If there was Shelley, and a son. Lieut. J. F.. Shelfound.
francs a month, and for that sum they anything there he missed puttleg into ley, of the United States army, who
The boring was made in the casters are earected to take with them into that glass, from the salt and peppee is now stationed in Cuba.
Part of the grounds. ,,,Its site was the theater at each performance a cer- sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
.polnted out to the writer some jean tain number of men with big, strong snippings from the ends of the cigars
ago, and it is now probabl7 Cheered heads and intelligent *souk to clap which he found in the cigar cutter, I ALLIGATOR TRIES TO
by the cement walk extending out t4 when they are given the signal by mufti not see it, and when be had
EAT A CONGRESSMAN
finally finished he had two big bees
'Third street from the judiciary bullet their leader.
The claquer's work does-not demand Blesses full of the mixture.
Washington. Jan. al.-A mammoth
eg. Water was struck and plenty GI
Intellect of a high order. The chief Ls
"The boys both tasted the Derange,
alligator nearly made a meal of RepSt-fresh, salt. sulphur. Ulatilielliaas etc.
supposed to have taken notes at the and It did not taste good. leach had
resentative James NIcKinney of Illibut none of It came to the top.
rehearsals, to have consulted with the unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
Prof. Theodore G. Wormley, the manager, to have talked with the au- toying with the weapons, they sug- nois while he was on the Isthmus ,of
.yrofeesor of chemistry in Steeling thor, and to have a very accurate ides gested that the bartender drink his Panama with some of his ocIledguesi
medicol college, embramd the oppor of he good points of the play. The own mixture. It required some pole of the Ijoir-e making personal invesOunity to secure the temperature id men under him are scattered all about suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble tigation of the Canal zone.
After looking over the big ditch
this deep boring.
With a therneome the hcuse ready to give a quick re- be swallowed the contents of !iota
party
it
was determined that the
sponse
to
the
signal
of
their
glasses
leader.
will,
make
'Now,
your
yen
ter Owed lu a specially prepared loss
Most of these men are eminently re- would-be poisoner,' shouted the punch should have an aligator hunt. The
rase and left in the bottom of the boo
spectable. They are small shopkeep- ers, and solemnly they put their guns members set out in launches armed
Jag 24 hours, he found the tempers
ers, students of the drama and pupils back where they belonged, treated the with magazine rifles. They sneaked
tare at the bottom to be 88 degree* of the Conservatoire with insufficient
house to the cigar* and faded awes up on a sandbar where a lot of alliFahreabeit.
Making deductions foi money to spend upon theater going. into the distance, their horses kittine
gators were sleepieg and discharged
.the dietetics below the surface al At the opera they number 30. They only the high spots as they disap
a volley. The aligators which were
Tahoe the heat of the sun ceases te useable every evening at half-past peered up the valley.
trot ton badly hurt wriggled back into
"And I tell you, the impromptu bar the water and disanpeared. A count
-lee felt, he computes that the tempera seven In a cafe at elm corner of the
tare increased one deg-roe for every Boulevard Haussmana and the Rue tender had good occasion to make hi. s‘as onstle of the dead and twelve
• feet of deacent_ At that time leu• Lafayette, where they crowd argued will. For three or four hours he was acre fotmd.
their leader and answer to their names the sickest man I ever saw, and ii
ropee.n scientists who were carotene
Representative McKinley and Caplike small schoolboys. As each an- took the services of a doctor, who
atudelog this branch of physical ge
S;tatiton, who is connected with
tain
name
swers 'present' to his
be re worked over him for an hour or twa
•gra:Ay had estimated that the tam
the canal work. entered their boat
mires a metal ticket epon which Is the to bring him back to life again"
perature increased In such count:cam num./to of his seat.
aud started off on a hunt hs
en. degree for every 66 feet.
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
"I' ve just got to get. a bigger felThere is no record of the cost 01
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS. Case ef a Cook Who Couldn't •ffoed
low than thtoe others,- the Conthe isorisg, but it must have beer
to Rosid• on Jost a Plain
gressman confided to Captain Shan'
.contilderable, as the facilities and ap Erie Is the Water Nast Dreaded of
Street,
tow They finally came to a spot
the Whole Great Chain
imratos were primitive compared sltt
where Captain Shantou said n1.1,114011
of Lakes.
. thew( now in use. Though failing te
The Lindsay family was sieving oat ahgator• were thicker than mosquiIts principal purpose, the state seemt
Tbe lake sailors think t ...ley have St the *old house on as svelte* into • toes end left the boat to hunt afoot
to have turned it to account tlinsuil
nearly all the dangers and hardships new house on a fashionable street At They did not tind any aligators ashore
not of the Atlantic seamen (except thee that critical period the Lindsay cook
its geologists, so that it was
smi a -re %%aping for !omit of the crit-wholly money wasted.
poor pay) and other perils of their owe gave notice of leaving Tbe mistreat
ters to vote out and be killed *lien
was
despair,
cook
was
for
in
the
•
besides. says Outing. They have be
they
heard a warning %joint from anwith
thew
PECAN SHELLING SEASON. tides-except every seven years. some model one, and had lived
g.
say-but they have currents to consid- for years, relates the Chicago Record other hoat party ct
around
saw an allithey
Looking
Herald
An Industry That Give, Employ- er, corrent. that run in all sorts or
r.
"It will be so much more convenient gator that seemed bigger than
different directions at unscheduled
ment to Many Hundreds '
the
of
lardy
coming
out
house,
in
the
Nora.
have
ear
new
and
freight
we
banks
have
at
They
no
Intervals.
of People.
Newfoundland, but they hare fogs; for depended on you so long I don't see jungle toward them. They coula not
Some idea of the magnitude of the instance in the Straits of Mackinac- how we can part with you now. At art hack to their boat, and to jump
✓eran nut meat industry may be had full of reefs, islands and other %easels :east tell nie why you are goingr in the river would be suicides, a, the
water was fairly alit e with alligatove
when it is stated that In San Antonio Worse than that, they have forest fires Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
"Well mem, I have my own reputb
which send thick clouds of smoke for
"We've got to kill that alligator,"
(Tea.) alone there are 1,700 members
many miles across the water, stinging tem to look after." answered None said Contain Shantim.
of the Pecan Shellers' union, a labor
"and if I west ails the rules of tne
the eyes and blinding them.
As tLe 'alligator approached both
orgenisation composed of men engaged
Lake Foie, tee smallest but one of Intelligence omelet,' I belongs to thee
as a regular business in the shelling the group, Is considered the worst of wouldn't give me a receond in the beet men emptied their nine magazine' into
of pecan nuts and extracting the de- all. Lake Sueprior is deep, over LOA houses, an' then I'd be down and out- him and the beast (heti within a few
fert of them.
feet in some places. reaching 600 feet seer
:Aous kernels.
Representative McKinley and Capabove
"No,
I
the
don't
see
see,"
level
ale
and
retorted
400
fist
her
below,
Not all of the pecan shelters In San
tain Shanton were conaratulated on
Antonio belong to the union. There but Lake Erie in its deepest spots Is tress, "tell me exactly why you are
(oily about 200 and in most parts much giving up a place that bas always their tileaoc. but Mr. McKinley
are several hundred other men, wom•
shallower. Accordingly one of those suited you for an uncertainty
clinesl all invitations to join another
en and children in that city who 'min sudden and
furious storms kicks up
"Sure, rnem, it's because of the nsom hunt.
a livelihood from the work.
There tremendous row, so that between the lag. You are going to live on a street.'
are branches of the Pecan enellerie very choppy sea and the constant dan-Yes, one of the finest in the city'
union in Austin and sevcral tithe; ger of running aground the lae• cap"An' I've always lived on a avenua Most Pensoms Street in the World.
tales dislike Lake Kris in • blow more mem. If It was a terrace, or a bout.
towns of the state.
Stopping in New York there are
The pecan out shelling season lasts than any other, for, as with sailors yard, I might be Iselin' to change, but
world
over,
the
it
is
not
the
water
at
311 times between fifty and a hunwas
Ito
friends
when
I
found
me
that
from October 1 to July L The new
(which Is their element), but land Ing on just a street they'd all cut me: dred thousand people. A large proporc-rop of nuts begin to came into marwhich they fear.
they would, indeed. mem. I draw the tion of whom go to the theatet in
ket about October 1, and from then
lime at a street."
the evening. It is thot enormous nomuntil January 1 the business of exWHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
1wisding crowd that has caused
0"-4
tracting the kernels is very active.
bOOKS WRITTEN IN PR:SON the theater district in New York to
The kernels are shipped in large bulk Differeett Stories That Were Told by
curicoii) • IS
dome of the Most Famous Writers become a world-lemon.
-to New York, Se Louis and other citthe Dry Goods Merchant and
illumination.
All day
street
electri7a1
Did Their Best Work Beies, where they are used by the conHis Clerk.
ftroadway is a
long this part
hind Bars.
— fectioners in the manufacture of cancrowd d and busy district. full oi
An old woman once asked In a dry
e:Ma.
shops and restaurants. and a great
A
publisher
was
talking
about
Ossas
geode store to be shown some silk. A
Peean shelling is a comparatively
• thoroughfare of a great city: hut at
young clerk showed her some. saying. N'Ilde's strange book. "De Profundia.
mew industry. It had its origin, 90
with its pathetic decoration of a Met 8 .:clock of an evening in the theater
"We can do this for you at $1.60
far as its becoming a recognised yard." The woman asked
for some beating its wings against the bars of 1 season O is deluged with a crowd
business is concerned, a few years ago thing better, but the clerk replied that
which quickly disappears and is lost
when a candy manufacturer of New they had nothing better. Whereupon • "Wilde's Is rot the first good book te for three hours, when "or surges lint
the proprietor came forward and said. have been written in jail." he said again and fill* the streets, the resYork visited Texas.
"You must excuse my assistant, ma "Jail, to fact, seems to be a good place taurants and lobster palaces. the carHe ate some of the candy made and
dam;
he le new to the business. Here, tc write books in. Literary men sur riage.,, the motor cars, the cabs, the
mold by Mexican street vendors in
madam,
is a superior article, $2.60 a pass themselves there.
subway. Ow elevated stations and the
.San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
'John Runyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Prog
yard. If It were not for the fact that
street cars. A part of this crowd
Omportant ingredient of this candy
I bought it some time ago we should tees' in jail.
glpes home inorfediately whim the
,As an experiment he arranged for b have to charge you
"Cervantes
wrote
'Don
Quixote'
b
$3.75 for, as you
theater,
let out: part of it disperses
meats
to
pecan
of
the
shipment
small
are doubtless aware, owing to the re prison.
to various hotels and restaurants on
"Defoe
laid
the
plans
for
linbinsot
ic made to him.
cent epidemic among the silkworms,
Fifth avenue or the cross-town streets
The kernels were received in dice the price of silk has increased enoo Ctusof' during a term of oonfineneeni
;art of it clings to Broadway.
and
ncposed
on
writing
him
for
the
of
I
rnously
of
late."
,
The
customer took
time, and the highest art of the condo
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way Prul eats and drinks in the light of
maker was employed In their use. The the silk. A few days later the same
its radiance
Wherever this uptown
with the Dissenters.'
1.oan candy became popular almost old woman came in and asked foi
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail. theater crowd pauses, there the lights
some tape. The clerk said, glibily:
...scantly, and other orders for the
"Sir Water Raleigh, during his 14 are bright and the streets are 1 velv
"Here are sonic that we can let you
;pecan kernels were placed.
have at 16 cents the dozen yards. If it years' Imprisonment in the tower ol entil after midnight. It is to e\thcls
• That was the beginning of an In- wasn't for the fact that we have had London. wrote his excellent 'History the eyes of this evening crowd
at
dustry which now gives employment to it in stock some time we should have of the World.'
the theater 'section of Broadway ha,
'Silvio Pellico and Tasso both QS been so bejeweled with all manner of
,several thousand people. There is a to charge 25 cents, for, as you are
1,Ig demand for the pecan kernels in doubtless aware, owing to the recent their best work in jail."
electrical
cortarivart:es.
Advertiseepidemic among the tapeworms, the
-every large city in the country.
ment is the motive. The result is
Sheep
in
Spain.
price of tape has gone up enormously."
There are about 10,000,000 of rnigrat somewhat blinding. but t is undonbtIt was then she hit him with her um
Indians Going to School.
ory sheep in Spain, which each yeas edlY ititerestiog, and. soft.-ned by
brella.
The Indians of western Nevada are
travel some 200 miles from the plaint due distance, it stirs the .imagination
making more kindly to the government
to the mountains. Their march, rest and becomes even beautifiti-E. S.
Railway Cars in India.
school than ever before. At present
Hot times in Irate have fed to 'a Ing places and behavior are governed Martin. in I larpees.
'there are 260 students and no more unique car construction.
passen- by special regulations dating from tie
'can be received until new buildings ger cars have double roofs, the one fourteenth century. At certain times
Best to Tell the Truth.
iunder way are completed. It was only from two and • half to eight inches no one may travel the same route at
I Catholic Standard.)
above the other. The upper roof is the sleep, which have the right te
a few weeks ago that the governdient
noir and
Cutting-Awfully
Miss
graze
on
all
continued from the sides about 28
open and common land or
ordered the installation of a school at
he?
i'n't
inquisitive,
inches, forming an awing over the the way. For this purpose a road et
old Fort McDermitt, in Humboldt upper part of the windows.
Miss Passay-Excessively. Ile wa,
Another yards wide must be left on all enclosed
county, to relieve the congestion la pecellarity of the first and second-class and private property. The shepherds trying to find out my age the . other
the Carson school.
ears is the servants' compartment at lead their flockowhich are acoompaniel day. I just told him I was 48. That
each end, as almost every passengee by provision mules, and by large dogs settled him. '
She Had Recovered.
takes at least one servant with him.
to guard against a night attatk by
Miss Cutting-Yes, T guess it is
wolves.
Mrs. Ferguson (to caller)-I never
best to be perfectly candid with that
No Courthouses There.
olici like her, and when the Impudent
sort, of fellow.
"This
seems like a pretty healthy
Theater Banks,
ithing spoke to me the way she did
New York is to have a bank, near
said the tooriaL "What disI sountry,"
.was speechless with indignation.
Difficult.
ease do most people die of out here?" the chief theaters, which will be °pee
Women, it is reported, are returncouldn't say a word.
"Well," replied the western native, all night, so that ladies attending ening to email waisIs. There are'one
Mr. Tennison (butting
"you might call it Lleptomania, but tertainments will be able to deposit*
egoist have happened berme we were we got a dliterent name fur 11."-o8trag their jewels for asadr-spiag en No or two of our' acquaintances who arc
back.-Puck.
turels: home.
'torte&
••••••• ••••••••
•".•
••••• ••••••
going to have
trou:.,:c

Caron Directory Company

RACT
County

Of Louisville, Kentucky

'Phone

Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE

K. HE1

For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens
of Paducah. we ,
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named
below In the mom'
ing Register office at 523 Rroadwa y, where the
public is Invited to
when desiring the address of any resident of the
cities named.
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THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.
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List of Directories on File
ALLWIMUCNY CITY, PA.
ATI ANTA. OA.

BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDOEPORT, CONN.
11140
)
Ike. N. Y.
•
KLYN, N. Y.
IIMALO, N. Y.
CHAITANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, O.
CHICAGO, ILL
CLEVELAND, 0.
r
COLUMBUS, 0.
COODRADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON. 0.
4
DWNVRR. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DETLUT/I, KINK.
FAIRPIWILD, CO NW.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
FFERSONVILLE. /ND.
KANSAS CITY, KAS.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.,
LOUISVILLE, KY.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER VA.
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MANITOU. COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, IVIL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN,
NAUGATUCK, COMM
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NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
KEW HAVEN, CONN,
NEW ORLEANS, LA,
NEWPORT, KY.
-MRS
NEW YORE CITY.
NORWICH, COIN.
PA DUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, MD.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
ST, PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY. MINK
•
'POLED°. 0.
UTICA. N. Y.
I
WATERBURY. CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y.
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Healthy Bath Rooms

ROUN

,of five o

Good plumbing moms
good health and this corn- en
billed with modern sanitary

4 meals, it

Good

fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of* Your house. aiblisardr Porcelain
Fnarnekd plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room irro

am Is,: • 6
`

ditrther ii

S. A. Fl

Or QIVE
Agent. '

provemeets, let us show you sempies of
this fiunous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small of how large Your job.

E. D. HANNAN,
Both Phones soy

j. C. Flo
C

131 It. oh.

FL
Rooms I

CALI

From Isaac S3elby to J. C. W. Beckbun
sesassm-om ALL Or immaniamali

Room IN
Columbu

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
FREE

Ti.. F.:it Tim, Their leOures Have Ever
Seen PuSlishod.

FREE

OLIVE]

The terming Terst ha•for rimisral sears
.
-.tlearioned forret," ei-tnses .4a11 ;Centric.%
nereerriors amt Iota t
t flume-cited an trial tile them through the
assustani.e of the Wientacky hod:: II mot soul society.
in order to
these pictures in • permanent form, they
haim been arranged to a
some sa ice sia-vs.este Arias showing. Remark% with
the
all the presidests
United States Ruler% u n.1 Flag. of •II Wiest crimsrs. 'woesq ox
natirms, ste2inship rin'e•
stalks% kid oats,. history tit the Ktmersjapan War,
•1•0 late tapas of the thelit'll htaleomit Canal. I- astern and Western iteintapbere, reports
of the last th
natiossal tetista•
stud rritiih other historituil information.
•
This amiss* and sraluebta Ages is MRS te AU.
It nast now a imbrerlber send ji ort tor a full years eve:Pews°
SUBSCRITtP.RS.
iir mail or $a.co for Os
r.nntla's
uni.eratnnil that these rates sut,s-rintion
are Ly iccad only and that the
NW.
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each redder aneurding to the time that it will reach tivcin. and the latest edition is ,eitt t •
The Fri-nine rust is firet in everything sod has the most star,.
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Whether you order the most
complicated prescription, a drink
of Soda or simply want to buy a
tooth brush, you will receive the
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We have taken all of our Odd Lots of Suits and
Overcoats, where we have one and two of a kind,
and have morked them JUST HALF PRICE.
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believe this will tempt the schrewd buyer to come
and take them away from us.
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Streets-433.0o°.
is follows, the first councihnan named
Fire Department-$28,500.
Police Department (including' sal- being chairman of the respective comaries and patrol wagon service)-$25,- m'ttee:
Finance-Lackey. Flournoy and
000.
Vsn Meter. City prison and .Supplies-$5,000.
Ordinance-Van inkter, Shelton and
Electric Plant-Sio.000.
Crapdall._
Water-St.-woo.
Strect-Foreman. Meyers and HerReal Estates:---$1,000.
zog. '
City Hall-$750.
Light and Water--Flournoy, ForeOak Grove-St 750
man and Williamson.
New Cemetery-$500.
Public Improvement-Duval. CranPauper and Charity (including
*1141etetill4.46.41**9**********(1K,
tiall and Foreman.
home of Friendleqs)-$3,000.
-•••
Fire and Police-Meyers, Flournoy
Riverside Hospital-U.000.
Sanitary (including pest housel- alai Foreman.
•4-•
+•
+ r+
+
4-•+
License-Crandall. Wilson and Du• :73-500val
Parks-$5.000.
•
POPULAR WANTL
• General Expense (including printTelephone and Tellegraph-Wilson,
4
•
• ing, city scales, market, wharf, de)- Meyers and Van Meter.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
A•
Hospital. Sewer and -Sanitary- ler$5.000.
•
FO ISRE'NT-3:goom house at 623
sog, Wilson and Foreman.
Contingent Fund-$3000.
'aNorth Foarth. Apply E. R. Dios
kelief-Shelton, W'illiamson and
Cosies and Suits-$3,000.
t$15 North Fourth.
Crandall.
Interest Account-S34.000.
Cemetery-Williamson. Wilson and
Floating Debt--St t ,558.
144. ••
-s
Shelton.
Fund-SK0
Sinking
00.
Cleaning
Pressup-to-date
and
For
.
Printing-Meyers, Herzog and %1T Library-43.50o.
_ Ingafiarments go to Solomon the Tailson.
"Paducah
Silver
Gunboat
"
S.
U.
itasSouth
Third St. Two 'phones
-O.
Service--$1.5oo.
Fnrollment-Dovall. Meyers and
sss
Shelton.
School Fund-$.13 000.
STENpGRAPHER having
five
Williamson.iludiciara Flournily.Duval!
Total-$236.958.
and
'Ilrittewtsrescience desires position. Can
The above are the sums bet apart
furnish machine. Old 'phone 4116.
The bill of $.362 of Nieman was refir the different municipal department funds for Use during trios. in fetred to the finance' committee.
From the board of public works
house thc appohtionment ordinance which
brick
FOR RENT-New
2311 Jefferson-4 desirable rooms and wai adopted last evening by the criiin -was received all papers and records.
%Cry det•irable !place, by month or ci! during their meeting at the city connected with the sale to this city
halls The officials gave the bill first by the General Electric company of
year. Apply J. It HALL
4I
Wit I TT E M0PrE REAL ESTATE adoption during the regular meeting •.1:e new electrical equipment installed
.•oti
at
the
city
immediate
lighting
of the boat!. and
ly upon
power house. On
AGENCY Fraternity building.
--••••‘,
a.ljojurnment. a called seesion Was accoont of the company delaying de•• •
4
1.very
#.1
was
passage
the apparatus for several
FOR RENT7-Elegant flats, Sev held, at which second
entb and Broati‘vay. Apply to B. :1 given. 'ate measitre now has to be nlonths the municipal government hat!
•I.
adopted twice by ihe aldermen, when tie incur about $960 extra expense.
Scott
it is effective. If these figures stand tile board of works turns all papera
in the aldermanic body, the authon- in to the council for reference in t
t!
.\ (!
.1
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMYtics then wait to see what the total tusking settlement with the electric
immarned men between
assessed value of pc-runial and real ci mpany. and dedneting the ammo.'
se.
*gas of 21 and 33; citizens of United
MIIIIIMI•••••=•011111111,11W
property is in this city. and then by of damage% from the concern's 1#!
States. of good character and temoi
scalth
asked
the council to pro- OFFICIAL
figuring the expense. outlined above for the goods
FLEECED BY INDIAN Mrs.
perate habits, who can !peak. read
lobo butchers
Grant was paid for her
from maintaining
into the total %altiation. the it; tax
The
letter
from
hus-Sydney
Terrell
amid write English. For information
alangliter
bowies
inside the city. while I aganoiectwes -wolves. Ears
band's aittobiessraphy
rate is arrived at
It k estimated about amending the license ordinance
.
for
Spiontai
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Namthat the rate will be caber Sligo or so a. to provide for *ale of liquor* he also uants something done with
Which He Gets Bounty.
got S3o.fion for 11.• - Farthest
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
tilt' bait alley in the rear of Henry Mc
Si PS Olt the'$100 assessed valuation. was referred to the
__
_
North •
ordinance and
Sir Walter Scott got
Soo.Ghee's propertY in Meollanicibutlit '
•
By thew figures above it will be license conunittec
am for his "Life of
i"siiMisial
Upon Accountant.
•
Fall-.
%V
Napoleon" kris•
.
Ian.
al.
The city garbage dump proposition
-.‘11
„
seen that this year $itcom is -set aside
i-re -ri.." ladi-en tit in 4 a• ri.g4eifit kin. for "modern minters." got
George L Barrett. tnc commission vsa•
Will post, examine. systematize and
laid before the- council also, but lzkat
115taifor public street work. 'itch as new r.eichant oi
South Seemed who re- ail these questions
St. Dior- ISII:ppe a a E....I% .1. ece.! IA( t
audit books by the day, week or the
were potponed ton
gi awel thews aighfares. sidewalks. gen- sides on
Sonth 'Sixth street complain- til the
the enalty clerk of Cask comity iii I
,Terms rea.tonable.
next meeting
eral repair.. etc. The board of works ed to the
council. by letter, regarding
JOHN D SMITH, JR., tt8 Fra
,111111i4ple \11;*y
I ...ins I.* fi•
The board then adjourned
wailed much more. and the council the very poor
trinity building.
and incunweniamiati
,
the
Itiol4in
displayed'WHICH
„
lute; thought of making it $30,000, bat Mrs-ice the
traction company,egiusesk
wolfs' ease. for which
yesterday President Wilhelm of the 4111 the
South Sixth street line. Thai
lie admit nutty at the rate
Woman's Nee Weapon.
of Si'
Councilmen
bord. and
,
1.ackey. complaint was
referred to the railroad
The
wonien
of
France
and
Spain Par 41011. The clerk intriesitarinely
Flournoy and others of the finance
cesimitter to see General Manager are rejo eine in a new instrument
or ver9si„tramakty altertan "tr irthwI
committee met. and agreed that $33.- Illticker
law
issi.
.1`l ed:lpitr
w"il:inrleiTHIE,
about improving the service. coquetry. It is carted the mai.ette,
the
000 should be allowed. inasmuch 34
The Charity club wants an increase and the young queen of Spain is 9)9r Cilytkowit
iced a or king resent.
this year there will have to he cared of the money
THINK IT
allowance given them credited with its invention. At least
*Mae size and color of the
for the big teem° deficit left over by the city
and this request was pass- it es oil record that she was the first ears. :mil 'ft hi.
IF
a•tonis!iment discoi•
YOU WISH TO KNOW
by the republicans serving in 1006.
to the finance committee.
conspicuous uoinan to adopt it.
rtuldort they had been made ogt irt
RING vs13 OR CALI) AT wag
Last year only St8.000 was allowed
The bills and salaries for this
in of a wolf. The work hail
The maisette is a combination of the
for streets. hilt the republicans usBROADWAY AND WE WILL
DR. H. P. SIGHTS IS HOST OF tiered about Sts.00ciamore expended, month were allowed.
ian, lorgnette and automobile mask been d wwwwww %cry ingenitist.ly. the piece+
Second adoption was liken the• or- I It
EXPLAIN
ALL ABOUT THE
of
THIS EVENING'S
au
old
hide beina sewed togethcraki•is of a fan with a 1.mg
ii that department. thereby evidenc-i dnance
calling for concrete 'sidewalks handle
GATHERING.
er:
the
NECESSI
stiffness
TY
OF EXPERT DEwas
judiciousn
e%4 ofl i ii South
iag in the end the
retained by *
gingth between Newton
In two of the slate of the fan eye - weer of cardboard placed between.
SIGNS. ARTISTIC. ATTRACthe board of works' argument the first and
Ilushand% streets.
boleti are perced and in them. are set Tl'e (-minty derk has sworn 'slit a
of ;go() that $I &OM N 6. not enough.
TIVE.
UP-TO-DATE
An ordinance was adopted preventPIClenses
to suit the vision of the woman warraiit for the Indian's arrest
1./t I G. Brooks *peaks on "The
Last year $27.000 was 'set aiade for ing huck•ters and hawkers from
TURE
FRAMING, WALL PAsellusing
the mai•ette. When she rakes
Physicians Duty" at Atlantic
Vac fire department. while this year jag then ware' in the
PERING AND DECORAT
detainees terri- her fart to her face at
ING.
-Dr. Stuart Leaves.
the opera or
it is caked to $28,5tio
. Novels That Paid.
rs bounded by First. Sixth, Wa4bLARGEST ASSORTMENT IN
in
ballroom,
a
her
yawns,
I.
her
blushHumphrey li%ard got for
For too° the police force was allow - irgton and Jefferson streets. The
THE CITY
id $21,000, while *the apportionment; retail fruit dealers want vender. pro- e4,.her smiles, her tears or her an- heck of Banniurtale"-the name-!
ger
are
effectually
concealed,
while
enough -$75.00o. Barrie gm for
Coun- f..7 this year shows $25.000 for the, hibited from coming down in this
he
she can all the time keep dose tab Little Nlinoter."
book and play, $J30..
ty (reheat society meets at the office department. and Ss.000 additional out I district also, and their' petithin to
on
what
is
going
on
upon
the stage ono. 4101 Caine got for the
It
hook
of •Dr F4'. P. ,Sigiits in the Fraternity of which will he paid the city jailer's, tkes effect was filed.
and pray of "The Christian," Styo,000.
salary. that of his deputy, and all! The council ratified the sale of an or in the groups whom her.
daring the session Dr.
building, and When
she
i4
driving or automeitail- .
incidental expenses of the city lockup,1 Oak Grove burying lot to Mos M.
Brothers ketures on 'Skin
Csot• H.
The light plant got Woo° last year 1 I. Murray, and also confirmed the ing she can completely protect her
•••••I4
Diseau-s" while Dr. Kimbrough talks and will have St0000 this year. In tr:nsfer by Lou Most of he: semetery face with the maisette and tit 11 enjoy
the landscape-. The long handle enaddition to the Pismo allowance for lot to Allie B. Nance.
9 tap -6r...tuthitiii."
F. S. Johnston complained to the ahle• her to keep it raised to her
last year, the republicans spent $i 2.coo more ..n the light plant, and this board that he had. been erroneously face without fatigue. as Would not be
.v0 Anti•Tabiteculosis League.
is to be eared for this year • in the assessed for city tax purposes on 53.- the case with a fan.
ilf. J. G. Brooke, Kentucky's t ass big republican deficit.
Maniptilation of the maisette affords
1100 worth of personalty for Igo* He
1 he total departmental allowance asked relief and the matter was me- at muchfipportunity for graccfnl pos-"sate!' Itaiitrkkiiialt of the American Anti-Tnb' erculolis league. %%ill lecture on "The oi last year. not including the $30o00 It:red to the relief committee
0
and ing a.* does the fan in the hands of
Physician's Duey" at the league meet- the city- schools got. are as follow!: ' auditor for invesitgation.
a Castilian woman. Betides, :he
We have mat received a n ew
ing June I-4 at Atlantic City. New
shipment of the most
iStreets-SiKocio.
'grip
Councilman Crandall introduced.
of the handle affords an oppor%
desirable
fiction "It our popular soc pricc, among
Jersey. Yesterday morning he ren ()lion that the b..ard of works have tunity of displaying bealit-ful sings.
Fire Department-$27.000.'
there we offer.
es•ived a letter from President George
a plank walk built along the fill on , while the clasp on the fan tends to
THE CHIEF LEGATEE. by Anna
'
Katherine Green. This is
E Brown of Atlanta. Ga.. wherein the
Thirteenth stied from jack/ton to hide them. The maisette play also
light f1ant-$8.000.
of the greatest books of t he yeer.
TO
BE HAD ONLY AT
latter asked for the Paducah doctor's
Adams. but his nulition receiving no I brings into notice the beauties of a
Water-412.500.
$,BTORE.
I. plc In ,order that it could he pubsecond, nothing was dame in this re- I white arm, a- well as of the costly
City Ilall--$1.000.
Sslied isi the progransse with the
: wird.
Oak Grove-42.5m
• laces with which it is adorned at
asKers! Dr.-1400k4 f..rwarded it. The
' Water stands in the gutters on wrist Or shoulder.
New Cemetery-Ssoo.
.; ,..id•ject, oi the -league is to stamp out
!T•inible street and to the board, of
Charity -$3,000.
The European authorities on style
'Is L
-11#1yercti1##sis,'which kills 15o,00n in this
r
llospital-S5.000.
works was referred the matter of • gay the maisette is fast establ
suing
I
country every year.
At Harbour's Department Store
' getting, rid of the accumulations.
Sanitary-Samoa
itself in every capital.-.New York
,L........ • .. ..• - • - 'A •-. •..4,-••••••--•
General Expense7Ss000•
Member C. 'F. Yates of the hoar!'Sun •
About Ready to Leave.
Interest-$23.500.
s•-•••;---Or. - DavId .Stinto has packed nearly
Sinking Fund-SK000.
being
- sewassaetoll• iris hel.etgirgs that :& -t
Library -$4.0
.00.
shielogl to, So -Chow. China, and will
Floating Debt-Samos,.
leave Vie4
• ,
ast eV this week or first e Contingent ---$25.000ter..that city to' take
of reit.: i
Real ,Eatate-Si.soo.
eliargS of,s, be large Elizabeth Blake
Salaries-41740o.
memorial hospital. ..
Parks
Judgment and Coat ---Dr. Blythe removed from FraterTotal-419005.
-'
t Broadway. next
nity building to 52I
It is understood that the four
So Registe4. buildili . Office ''phone peblicans in the aldermanic board will
Psos Reslepee ',ph tie 272.
4110w only $21.000 ft* the police de• st 's• ;
partment this year. those four being
.so
"
s‘
d Leading Hotel.
able to block auy legislation. None
When in St. Lonis ;top at the Plan- of the above figures become effective
ters Hotel. yon'll meet your friends and binding until the aldermen pa .0-i•
,..s.3
She re.
i on them. t*refore it is a matter iii
sts Os
i speculation as to what each departet°%i$46-'
.!
_
.
intik lie laving ment will get for loos expenditures. •
/0_
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\* •••
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Regular Council Business.
INCORPORATEll
taired, so I am -doing the next }rest
'All the connci:iven were presenL
last evening exsept member Herzog.
rresk ..24L 4
-I
•

M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE'

FOURTH It BROADWAY!

SIZES 33 70 40

Overcoats and Snits that were
Overcoats and Suits that were

Overcoats and Suits thiictiere

Overcoats and Suits that were

Overcoats and Suits thaimere

Overcoats and Suits that were

323

BROADWAY

$ 7.50
$10.00
$12.50
$15.00
$18.50
$20.00

are cut to

are cut to

are cut to

are cut to

are cat to

are cat to

$ 3.75
$ 5.00
$ 6.75
$ 7.50
$ 9.25
$10.00

DESiERGER.S

LE
AD
ER
GRAND
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WAS
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MEDICAL BODY s
MEETS TOMORROW

0..

HMV OR TIM EGG

aorta

V.(!'4 44.1i..-,v.Cracken

SANDERSON MN •
COMPANY

Another One Of Our Special

s•

$1.50

Books....50c
•,

Book
E.Wilson'&
music mah,
an

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
IREA
L
fRADEWATER
COA
pTrsisuRc
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2nsi & Ohio
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